This book provides, along the way, an excellent concise history of the changes in military method from the Stone Age into the Roman period. But "Die Söhne des Mars" is no less a profound meditation on the western culture of martial violence, beginning with the ethnography of societies without war and the archeological evidence for the coming of mass violence in late Stone-Age Europe.
War is not natural to the human animal, E(ich) argues -and seems to have been unknown in the Paleolithic and Mesolithic, even if individual killing was not -but is a contingent, historical development that may manifest itself when early societies become populous, comfortable, and differentiated enough to allow for a class of persons whose social position depends upon fighting. War can, therefore, in principle vanish again when these conditions are no longer met and may never arise at all in strongly egalitarian cultures. Yet to many early peoples war did come, and so early that combat in such times horrifies delicate modern sensibilities even more than the hand-to-hand fighting of the Greeks and Romans: who, before reading this book, ever contemplated the effort and resulting mess involved in killing by bludgeoning rather than by cutting or stabbing, the latter requiring a more advanced technology? This Neolithic culture of violence, moreover, had weighty consequences in later eras, for all subsequent periods of antiquity knew men who thought that fighting was their proper social role, who wished to live "Krieg als Lebensform" (184), and who regularly contrived to fulfill that wish in war. But status must be marked to be recognized, and so the existence of men "living war" is bound up with the evolution of status-objects used for war: weapons.
Clubs begin the story -and clutches of skulls crushed by clubs first reveal that Ares has come among the race of mortals -but clubs give way to treasured copper axes and eventually to the bronze sword, which E. observes is the first object of human invention whose only purpose is to kill other men (98-103). The evolution of weapons is driven not only by the search for greater killing-power but also by the warrior class seeking ever more distinctive status symbols: thus the long military life of the chariot (113) (114) (115) (116) (117) (118) . This theme becomes subterranean as E. passes into the historical era, but his idea that the advance in methods of war was driven both by conventional technological evolution and by a search for markers of social difference underlies the rest of the story he tells in the book.
Peoples also learn new ways of fighting from each other. E.s survey of pre-Classical warfare extends from Egypt and Assyria, which tend to lead, through Greece, and into Western Europe, which trails, its warriors at the first archaeologically known battle in the West -at Tollense, in Northern Germany, around 1300 BC (119-124) -still belaboring each other with wooden clubs and stabbing with stone-tipped spears in a period when the warriors of the East were flashing by on chariots in suits of bronze armor. E. does not name the Greek hoplite phalanx an import (152-160), but he piles up so many eastern parallels to earlier fighting with similar equipment that the reader is free to draw his own conclusions.
E.s mastery of the ethnography and archaeology of early fighting goes far beyond the ability of this reviewer to evaluate. I would, however, sound one warning to scholars of antiquity who might wish to follow E.s anthropological path (38-53). As an English-speaker I suspect I am not supposed to reveal this secret, but the English-language ethnographic study of violence in primitive societies -and most of it is in English -is now so driven by the modern politics of the investigators (see N. A. Chagnon, Noble Savages. My Life Among Two Dangerous Tribes. The Yanomamö and the Anthropologists, New York 2013) that it is probably wisest to believe nothing on the subject written after 1990, although E. and his conclusions are safe, because much of his material is older.
E. intertwines his investigation of the origins and nature of military violence with a history of the evolution of military method, and the latter, which tends to take over in the last hundred pages of the book, twists and turns and leaves gaps that force the reader to think. E.s chapter on Greek naval warfare is all about paying the bills and manning the ships (185-191): how ancient oared warships fought he does not mention, an eloquent dismissal of a triviality, at least in comparison to the Herculean task -in the nearly complete absence of state financial institutions -of getting ships built and crewed at all. Philip II of Macedon and his son Alexander the Great appear first in a chapter about their use of siege-engines (192) (193) (194) (195) (196) (197) (198) (199) (200) (201) (202) . Then the dynamic nature -the ability to change plans on the fly; the ability of units to maneuver independently -of Alexander's army is stressed (203) (204) (205) , while the elsewhere much-discussed new-model, sarissa-armed Macedonian phalanx is mentioned almost as an afterthought, and the famous lancearmed Macedonian cavalry arises only in passing (205). The informed reader does not miss the arguments implicit in E.s decisions about how to structure his story of the development of ancient warfare, about what to include and what to leave out.
As might be expected from the author of the deep and important "Politische Literatur in der römischen Gesellschaft" (Studien zum Verhältnis von politischer und literarischer Öffentlichkeit in der späten Republik und frühen Kaiserzeit [Passauer historische Forschungen 11], Köln u. a. 2000), there are insights and valuable aperçus all through E.s military narrative. Images on seals reveal the military function of the mysterious Mycenaean bronze "rapiers" in defeating warriors protected by enormous shields (100). The collapse of trade at the end of the Bronze Age, limiting access to faraway tin, may well have prompted the experimentation with charcoal that yielded the high furnace temperatures needed to work easier-to-find iron (145). The Corinthian helmet implies an over-arm use of the hoplite spear (162), because it makes more sense to protect the head so completely (at the expense of hearing, and even sight) if the blows directed at the warrior are coming from above. Especially important is E.s encounter with scholars who attempt to modernize and medicalize ancient military culture by attributing the sometimes erratic and danger-seeking behavior of ancient warriors to PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder). E. dryly observes that even if an American physician, Jonathan Shay, diagnoses Achilles as a psychological casualty of war, the later inhabitants of ancient Greece thought Achilles a figure to be admired without reserve and keenly emulated. E. accepts that PTSD can be found among ancient soldiers (181-184) -although I would be somewhat less generous in accepting the instances eager seekers have adduced -but public attention to such sequellae was tabooed (183) except on the Athenian stage, where the Athenians bravely faced in mythic dress so many of the perplexities they found it hard to discuss in the agora. PTSD existed, but at the ideological level it was excluded from ancient military culture: " [d] ie Teilnahme an Kampfhandlungen erscheint in der antiken Literatur meist (wenn auch nicht immer) als etwas Erfreuliches, der Tod im Kampf durchweg als ehrenvoll und erstrebenswert" (181). And at the practical level PTSD was exploited because the dead-eyed killers it sometimes produces were useful -even necessary -for the hand-to-hand combat of the ancient battlefield.
Ironically, for a book interested in the culture of ancient warfare, where I find myself in disagreement with E. is usually in those cases where scholars must guess well past the evidence and so fall back on their own cultural assumptions: we have, for example, no evidence for formal military training in fifth-and early fourth-century BC Athens. Raised in the Anglo-American tradition where the ideal of amateurism remains strong, I and others like me tend to deny the existence of such training, while continental scholarship, with its traditions of "Bildung" and examinations and professionalism, is happy to assume such training (as E. does, 175-176) . Yet noticing such small clashes of assumptions can hardly fail to improve a scholar. And more widely, "Die Söhne des Mars" itself represents a clash with the assumptions of an Anglo-American reader, because only a German ancient historian (it seems to me), having it in mind to write a book on ancient warfare, would have thought to emulate Konrad Lorenz and trace the nature of violence to its very roots. The German practice and tradition of "Alte Geschichte" is different from Anglo-American Ancient History, and that is a good thing: this book is a testimony to the value of German scholars remaining loyal to their own proud, peculiar ways.
"Die Söhne des Mars" offers the highly individual vision of an exceptional scholar whose thoughts are of acute interest to students of ancient warfare and those interested in the nature and origins of human violence. It is not, however, a book for the uninitiated. There are complex intertwined arguments, and the reader only reaches archaic Greece and the phalanx on page 155 in a book of 246 pages of text -so much attention has E. devoted to the Stone Age, the Copper Age, and the Bronze Age; so long has E. dwelt among primitive tribesmen. E. makes implicit arguments by neglecting topics (naval warfare, for example, other than its financing), or by hastening through subjects where a more conventional or encyclopedic scholar would go slowly (all of Roman warfare is treated at a rush in only thirty-six pages [208-244] -but perhaps E. was reluctant to repeat what he wrote for the same publisher in "Die römische Kaiserzeit. Die Legionen und das Imperium" [Beck'sche Reihe 6155; Geschichte der Antike], München 2014); and, finally, some chapters act as footnotes for points in others. This is, then, a book for adepts and academics, not a textbook for students, nor a book for the wider reading public, even granting that the Germanophone reading public is far more sophisticated than the English-speaking. And so I wonder somewhat at the decision of author and publisher to issue this book in C.H. Beck's "Geschichte der Antike" series, which intends to offer broad, admirable volumes aimed at students and the general reader. On the one hand, this allows the book to be sold for an attractive price and allows E. to write in a clear, accessible, and sometimes witty style (much appreciated by non-native speakers of German such as myself). But the format of the series sharply limits the fullness of E.s notes, sentencing them to languish in an oubliette at the back of the book, and although one can only stand in awe of E.s ability to cite the single best modern work on any subject, the natural readers of this book will want more compendious references. In short, I rather fear that this is too good a book, too wise and erudite and intelligent -a book too crammed full of ideas, as we expect from E. -to be entirely comfortable in the Procrustean Bed of the series of introductory volumes in which it appears.
